Annette Presley
FERTILITY NUTRITION SPECIALIST
Registered/Licensed Dietitian,
Certified Functional Nutritionist
Annette, aka the mommy maker, harmonizes the
past with the future to bring cutting edge and
innovative nutrition and mind/body therapy to
couples struggling with infertility.

Annette is a requested speaker known for her informative, practical
and humor infused presentations that audiences enjoy.
NUTRITION EXPERT
With 29 years of experience in the field of nutrition, Annette
has seen what works and what doesn't. She has experience
in both conventional medicine and functional medicine as
well as nutrigenomics, the scientific study of how nutrition
and genes interact. Annette is able to connect the past with
the present to provide cutting edge nutrition therapy that is
tailored to each invidividual so her clients get the results
they want.

@themommymaker

PROBLEM SOLVER

@themommymaker

With her cutting edge strategies and attention to the
interconnectedness of body systems, Annette is able to help
her clients get their health on the right track for making
babies. It's like solving a puzzle; all you need are the right
pieces in the right place and Annette is a genius at helping
her clients find their missing puzzle pieces and putting them
where belong.

@themommymaker

COACH
Annette does 1:1 and group coaching (online and in person)
and has created courses to help women overcome genetic,
environmental and nutritional challenges that make
conception difficult so they can get their body ready to
receive, hold onto and nourish a healthy baby to term.

@annettepresley

(432) 599-9355
info@getpregnantplan.com

getpregnantplan.com

Annette believes there is no such thing as
unexplained infertility. There is always a
reason, you just have to find it and then you
can fix it.
Below are a few hot topics. All presentations are customizable
to your audience and range from 30 to 90 minutes.

5 Reasons You Aren't Getting
Pregnant

6 Toxins That Block Baby
Making

That your doctor isn't telling you about

And how to avoid them

One in eight couples struggle to get
pregnant. Conventional medicine focuses
on drugs and surgeries but those are not
the only options available. In this
presentation, Annette will reveal what
your doctor isn't telling you that can
significantly improve your chances of
getting pregnant naturally even if you've
tried for years.

We are bombarded with toxins
everywhere we go. While we can't avoid
them completely, there are a few key
toxins that we can steer clear of that will
significantly improve the chances of
getting pregnant without fertility drugs.
Annette will share the six top toxins to
avoid.

How To BeYour Own Health
Advocate

7 Critical Steps To Take After A
Miscarriage

So you can get the care you need

To ensure a healthy rainbow baby

Our healthcare system is broken and often
the standards of care don't care much
about what you need or want. This
presentation will give you the confidence
you need to stand up for what you need
and help you discern what is best for your
body.

One miscarriage is devastating enough for
a lifetime so we want to do everything we
can to prevent any more miscarriages.
Fortunately, Annette offers seven key steps
to take after a miscarriage that will
significantly improve your chances of
having a healthy rainbow baby.

